Sustainability
The housing complex is located in a compact city center with a high service level that focuses on pedestrian circulation to limit the amount of vehicular traffic. This community also offers 100 affordable rent controlled apartments geared toward the Baby Boomer generation to provide a space within the city center that does not force them to be dislocated from a main axis of amenities.

Connections
This site is directly connected at the city center to the historical zone. Parking is provided at a subterranean level with 670 spaces in a well-lit, safe lot. Access and main circulation of the building is centralized, creating a community center and general meeting, or safe, area.

Open Spaces
Within the housing complex, there is a central open space where the general circulation is located. Each apartment has access to a balcony which is either located on this open courtyard side, or on the exterior. These balconies have moveable glass boards over the balcony areas providing each apartment with protection from the elements and privacy options.

Context
Within this city center where the complex is located are adjacent views of the monumental army convent, barracks, and historical part of the city. Along with these historical buildings are new construction zones that are mixed within at a variety of scales.

Homes
There are eighteen different apartment styles available for the inhabitants with affordable rent controlled apartments available for the Baby Boomer generation, and leaving 44 available at the market rate price.
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